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Abstrad We have already reported the cons佐uctionof a 3D shapes measuring system using a 
spatial modulator. The system is composed of組 opticalspatial modulator from which grating 
pattems are projected on the surface of the objectヲaCCD cameraラanda comp臨r.The pa抗emson 
the surface of the object were taken into a computer by也eCCD camera， and the 3D coordinate of 
the surface of the object was calculated. Some techniques have been proposed to reduce the e汀or
ofthe me出urementand improve the accuracy. 
ln this paperラwenote the problems on the measurementsラ anddiscuss further improvements of 
the system. The 3D shapes of the objects are displayed on a display. We bring the system to組
automatic system which project pa抗emsラ C叩加問 thep誠ernson the surfaceラ calculatethe 3D 
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